Minimizing communication overhead when mapping a ne loop nests onto distributed memory parallel computers (DMPCs) is a key problem with regard to performance, and many authors have dealt with it. All communications are not equivalent. Local communications (translations), simple communications (horizontal or vertical ones), or structured communications (broadcasts, gathers, scatters, or reductions) are performed much faster than general a ne communications onto DMPCs.
Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of mapping a ne loop nests onto Distributed Memory Parallel Computers (DMPCs). Because communication is very expensive in DMPCs, how to distribute data arrays and computations to processors is a key factor to performance. Being prepared to have some residual communications, we adopt the following strategy:
1. Zero out as many nonlocal communications as possible. To this purpose, we use an heuristic modi ed from Dion and Robert 7] . This heuristic is based upon the access graph and will be explained in Section 2. We weight the edges of the access graph to give di erent priorities to the communications according to a given criteria.
2. For residual communications, we explore the following two possibilities (both can be implemented simultaneously):
(a) try to nd a mapping such that (at least) one of the residual communications is a structured communication.
(b) try to nd a mapping such that (at least) one of the residual communications can be decomposed into more simple and e cient data movements (such as horizontal or vertical communications).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce a motivating example that we will work out throughout the paper. We informally explain our modi ed heuristic to zero out as many communications as possible. We explain how to take advantage of structured communications in Section 3. We explain how to decompose general a ne communications into simpler ones in Section 4. Altogether, our complete heuristic for the mapping problem is summarized in Section 5. In Section 6, we give some results of the heuristic on classical linear algebra examples. Section 7 is devoted to a survey of related work in the literature, together with some discussion and comparisons. Finally, concluding remarks are stated in Section 8.
Motivating example
In this section, we informally explain our new approach on an example. First we apply an heuristic modi ed from 7] to minimize the number of nonlocal communications. Then, we try to optimize the residual general communications using structured communications or decompositions.
Example
Consider the following non-perfect a ne loop nest, where a is a 2D-array, and b and c are 3D-arrays: Here, g 1 , g 2 and g 3 are arbitrary functions. The loop nest is an a ne loop nest because all array references are a ne functions of the loop indices. There are no data dependences in the nest (check this with Tiny 22] for instance), all loops are DOALL loops, hence all computations can be executed at the same time-step.
Mapping the loop nest onto a m-dimensional virtual processor space consists in determining an allocation matrix for each statement and for each array. A ne allocation functions are de ned as in 1 The expression a;S 1 contains a nonlocal term (M S 1 ?M a F 2 )(i; j) t which depends upon the iteration vector (i; j) t , and a local term S 1 ? M a c 2 ? a . The nonlocal term corresponds to irregular patterns of communication, whose size can grow over the whole processor space. It is clearly the main factor a ecting performance. On the other hand, the local term corresponds to regular xed-size communications that can be performed e ciently onto DMPCs.
Zeroing out the nonlocal term is of course the main goal of the mapping optimization process, as recognized by 1, 2, 20] . A communication local mapping is a mapping where all nonlocal terms have been zeroed out. However, it is generally impossible to obtain a communication local mapping with the required dimension for the target virtual architecture. Then, another objective of the mapping process is to make e cient those nonlocal communications that cannot be zeroed out. We will try for example to derive structured communications such as broadcasts, scatters, gathers, reductions or to decompose general communications into communications parallel to the axes of the target processor space.
Back to our example, in statement S 1 and for array a, we see that zeroing out the nonlocal term amounts to choose allocation matrices M S 1 and M a so that the equation M S 1 ?M a F 2 = 0 is satis ed. In the same way, the value b(i+j ?2; 1; 3?j) has to be written after the computation S 1 ((i; j) More generally, if an array x is read or written in a statement S with an access matrix F, to zero out the nonlocal part of the communication due to this access, we must satisfy the matrix equation M S = M x F: There are 8 such equations in our example.
Zeroing out nonlocal communications
The primary goal is to zero out as many nonlocal terms as possible. That is to say: given M S (resp. M x ) of full rank 1 , we want to nd M x (resp. M S ) of full rank such as M S = M x F. How to solve such an equation is explained below.
Solving M S = M x F
Consider the nonlocal term linking a statement S of depth d and an array x of dimension q x : the equation is M S = M x F, where M S is a m d matrix, and M x a m q x matrix. The matrix F is of dimension q x d. If F is of de cient rank, we cannot nd a matrix M S of full rank such that M S = M x F. Hence, we consider only full rank access matrices.
We target a m-dimensional processor space and we assume that m d and m q x (we have chosen to deal only with the communications such that m d and m q x as they represent the core of the computations and data elements to be distributed). As already said, we impose that the matrices M S and M x are of full rank m to fully utilize processor resources. There are several cases according to the shape of the matrix F: not be possible to nd a matrix M a such that the condition M a F 2 F 0 1 F 5 = M a F 6 is satis ed. In fact, this analysis can be extended in the general case: each time there are two disjoint paths p 1 and p 2 both going from a vertex v 1 to a vertex v 2 in the access graph, we can make all communications on both paths local provided that the equality F p 1 = F p 2 holds (where F p denotes the product of the access matrices along the edges of path p). If Besides, a similar analysis can be performed in the case of cycles. Denote by F c the product of the weight matrices along the cycle: if F c = Id (where Id is the identity matrix), all the communications can be made local along the cycle, if F c ? Id is of de cient rank, according to the size of the allocation matrix, it can or not be possible to have only local communications along the cycle.
As already said, the access graph depends upon the dimension m of the target architecture space. Given m, not all the communications are taken into account in the access graph G = (V; E; m). The edges in G represent only the communications with access matrix of full rank greater than m. So, the heuristic does not try to make all the communications local but only the \most important ones".
Heuristic Given the access graph G(V; E; m):
1. associate an integer weight to each edge (see below). Construct a maximum branching G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ; m) of G using the algorithm due to Edmonds, 2. for each edge in E n E 0 , try to add the edge to G 0 . If the addition of the new edge creates a cycle of matrix weight the matrix identity or a new path with same source and destination vertices and same weight as an already existing path, the edge can be added in E 0 . At this step, all the communications represented by edges in G 0 can be made local, 3. consider the multiple paths and the cycles with F p 1 ?F p 2 or F cycle ?I of de cient rank and try to nd allocation matrices that allow to zero out even these communications.
In step 1, the weight of a branching is de ned as the sum of the integer weights of the arcs in the branching. A maximum branching is any possible branching with the largest possible weight, see 8] . The simplest weight function is to assign the same value 1 to all edges of G. But we can give priority to edges according to a given criteria.
If the chosen criteria is the number of accesses due to the communication, we can associate the depth of the statement to each edge as an integer weight (we do not need the precise value, a consistent estimate is su cient as we only want to give di erent priorities to the edges). We have decided to use the rank of the access matrix as an integer weight for the following reasons: it represents the number of points of the array involved in the communication, if the access matrix is of de cient rank, the communication may be a broadcast (see Section 3). Figure 2 represents the weighted access graph for our motivating example. A matrix weight (corresponding to the access matrix or its pseudo-inverse) and an integer weight (corresponding to the rank of the access matrix) are associated to each edge.
A possible maximum branching for our example is represented in Figure 3 . It contains 5 edges out of the 7 edges of the access graph. Hence, 5 communications can be made local and 2 communications remain nonlocal communications. Note that both edges of maximum weight 3 have been zeroed out.
Optimizing residual communications
The main problem now is: what to do with the residual general communications? After the previous heuristic, the communication corresponding to the access matrix F 6 (reading a in S 1 ) and the one corresponding to the access matrix F 3 (reading a in S 1 ) remain nonlocal general communications.
To simplify the equations, we use the matrix We check that the two communications corresponding to the two edges of the access graph that do not belong to the selected branching remain nonlocal communications: Remark If we left-multiply M a by a unimodular matrix U of M n (Z) (M n (Z) denotes the set of n n matrices over Z and the unimodular matrices of M n (Z) are those of determinant 1), all the allocation matrices deduced from M a will be left-multiplied by the same unimodular matrix. Inside each connected component of the branching, the alignment matrices are computed up to a multiplication by an unimodular matrix.
In the following we will explore the possibilities to to optimize the two residual communications. The same value of array a, a(F 6 I 1 + c 6 ) (or a(F 6 I 2 + c 6 )), located in the memory of processor M a (a(F 6 I 1 + c 6 )) + a , must be read by distinct processors M S 2 I 1 + S 2 and M S 2 I 2 + S 2 = M S 2 (I 1 + kv) + S 2 . Hence, the communication can be viewed as a partial broadcast along one direction of the processor space.
Structured communications such as broadcasts are e ciently implemented on modern DMPCs. On a CM-5, the ratio between the communication time for a general communication and a broadcast is 60 (see Table 1 ). The broadcast can be total (the value is sent to the whole processor space) or partial (the value is sent in only some directions of the processor space). To be e cient a partial broadcast must be performed along directions of the processor space. To optimize the rst residual communication, we choose the allocation matrices to have a partial broadcast along one axis of the processor space.
In our example, the value a(F 6 I 1 + c 6 ) in the memory of the processor M a (a( , we try to decompose it into more simple and e cient data movements such as horizontal or vertical ones.
In our example, the processor P = V M a F 3 I sends its data to the processor Q = V M S 1 I (up to a translation). Let T be the routing matrix: a processor P sends data to 3 We point out that the rank-de cient communication corresponding to F 8 also becomes a broadcast parallel to one direction of the processor space: ker To summarize, in our example, we nally obtain on the access graph 5 local communications, one broadcast and one residual communication that can be decomposed into two elementary communications.
Remark In this paper we only describe how to minimize the number of general communications and how to optimize the residual general communications. The last step of the mapping process would consist in minimizing the number of local communications (translations). The heuristic proposed by Darte and Robert in 4] in the case of uniform loop nests can for example be utilized.
Structured communications
In this section we derive formal conditions for detecting and implementing structured communications such as broadcasts, scatters, gathers, and reductions. We also address the message vectorization problem.
Broadcast
Broadcasts occur when the same data item is accessed at same time-step by several virtual processors. Consider the following loop nest:
Example 2 for I do S(I) : : : = a(F a I + c a ) endfor Let M S I + S and M a I + a be the a ne allocation functions for statement S and for array a. We assume that the computation time steps for S(I) are given by a linear multi-dimensional schedule. Let S be the multi-dimensional scheduling application for statement S, the computation of S(I) is scheduled at time-step t = S (I) (see 9]) on the processor M S I + S and the data accessed is a(F a I + c a ) which is located in the processor M a (F a I + c a ) + a .
The same index x from array a is read at same time-step by several processors if there exist two indices I 1 ; I 2 of the iteration space such that: 
Scatter
A scatter occurs when several data located in the same processor must be sent at same time-step to several processors. The only di erence between broadcast and scatter is that di erent data are sent to the receiving processors. Consider again Example 2, the conditions to have a scatter are the following: This implies that I 1 ? I 2 2 (ker S \ ker M a F a )n(ker M S \ kerF a ). We have the same conditions on partial scatters as on partial broadcasts.
Gather
A gather is the \inverse" operation of a scatter. Several data located in di erent processors are sent at same time-step to the same processor. Consider the following loop nest: This implies that I 1 ?I 2 2 (ker S \ker M a F a )n(ker M S \kerF a ). A gather can be partial or total and we have the same conditions on partial gathers as previously.
Reduction
A reduction is similar to a gather but the di erent values sent to the same processor are used to compute one single value. Reductions occur when, at same time-step, a single processor uses values computed by di erent instances of the same instruction on di erent processors. A reduction is usually associated with a commutative and associative function (+; min; : : :) that computes a resulting value from many input values. Consider the following loop nest, where s represents an array element: 
Message vectorization
Message vectorization can take place when a processor accesses data from another processor that remains unchanged for several consecutive time steps: data items to be sent can be grouped into packets that are sent just in time to reach their destination. The communications can be extracted out of a loop and performed before the computations. The idea is to replace a set of small-size communications by a single large message, so as to reduce overhead due to start-up and latency 11, 21, 5] .
Consider again Example 2. The space-time transformation is given by:
where p is the processor responsible at time-step t (the schedule can be multi-dimensional)
for the computation S(I). LetS The idea is to decompose T into the product of several elementary matrices that will generate communications parallel to one axis of the virtual processor space. We mainly discuss the case where the determinant of T is equal to 1: det T = Table 2 shows that decomposing the communication gives better results (intuitively, better have several simple communications than a complicated one). The cost for U is higher than for L because of the larger grid dimension. Data was distributed using a standard cyclic distribution. Let us notice that the gain obtained by decomposing communication is machine-and compiler-dependent. Table 2 is only intended to give experimental evidence that communication decomposition can prove e cient. To be conservative, we look to decomposing general communications into a small (say l 4) number of elementary ones. A with det(T ) = ad?bc = 1. We derive conditions to know whether T can be decomposed into the product of less than or equal to four elementary matrices L i and U i .
The necessary and su cient condition to decompose the matrix T in the product of two elementary matrices is d = 1 or a = 1. In the same way, the necessary and su cient condition for T to be equal to the product of three elementary matrices is: c divides a ? 1 or b divides d ? 1, and the necessary and su cient condition for a matrix to be equal to the product of four elementary matrices is: 9 ; b ? :djd ? 1 or 9 ; c ? :aja ? 1 (see 6]).
We could go further and look for a decomposition into ve or more elementary matrices. But an exhaustive search shows that every 2 2 matrix T with det(T ) = 1 and whose coe cients are all lower than or equal to 14 in absolute value, is equal to the product of 2, 3 or 4 elementary matrices. In practice, larger coe cients are unlikely to be encountered in loop nests !
With left-multiplication by a unimodular matrix
As outlined in Section 2.3, alignment matrices are computed up to a multiplication by an unimodular matrix. If we left-multiply M S and M a by a unimodular matrix M, then the routing matrix T = M s (M a :F a ) ?1 is transformed into MTM ?1 . Therefore, rather than decomposing T into the product of elementary matrices, we can search for a unimodular matrix M such that MTM ?1 , a matrix similar to T, can be decomposed into such a product.
Consider again the case m = 2 and det(T ) = 1. The best would be to show that T is similar to a product LU of two elementary matrices, so as to decompose MTM ?1 into one horizontal communication followed However, a su cient condition to have a matrix T similar to the product of two elementary matrices is the same as the necessary and su cient condition for T to be decomposed into the product of three elementary matrices (see 6]). Either strategy could be more interesting, depending upon the target machine. Note that all integer matrices T with det(T ) = 1 and whose coe cients are all lower than or equal to 5 are similar to a product of 2 elementary matrices.
We have only dealt with routing matrices of determinant 1. In 6], we brie y explain how to generalize to arbitrary matrices. Besides, we also introduce in 6] a new data distribution scheme called grouped partition. This distribution is well-suited to implementing horizontal/vertical communications on the Paragon and leads to smaller communication times than the standard CYCLIC or CYCLIC(BLOCK) distributions.
Summary
Summarizing previous sections, we can sketch our complete heuristic.
1. Zero out non local communications Table 3 . The two-step mapping heuristic gives very interesting results. The optimization process takes o most of the general communications that remain after the rst step. These results must of course be completed by actual experiments onto DMPCs. They are theoretical and they only constitute a rst step in the evaluation process.
7 Related work
Literature overview
The data alignment problem has motivated a vast amount of research. A brief review of some related work is presented here. The review contains only short abstracts of the presented papers and is by no mean intended to be comprehensive.
Knobe, Lukas and Steele 14] discuss techniques for automatic layouts of arrays in a compiler targeted to SIMD architectures. The approach to data locality is to consider each occurrence of a datum as a separately allocated object and to mark preferences among certain occurrences to indicate that they should be allocated together. This approach is extended in 18] to MIMD systems. In 17], Lukas shows that same data optimization alignment techniques can be used in both distributed and shared memory systems.
Huang and Sadayappan 13] consider the issue of communication-free hyperplane partitioning. By modeling the iteration and data spaces and the relation that maps one to another, necessary and su cient conditions for the feasibility of communication-free partitioning along hyperplanes are characterized.
Li and Chen 16] formulate the problem of index domain alignment as nding suitable alignment functions that embed the index domains of the arrays into a common index domain. The problem of minimizing the cost of data movement is shown to be NP-complete and a greedy heuristic is proposed.
Anderson and Lam 1], propose a communication-free algorithm that determines alignment for both data and computations. The algorithm is based on the mathematical model of decompositions as a ne functions and is structured into three components: partition, orientation and displacement. The only parallelism exploited is forall parallelism or doacross parallelism using tiling. Bau et al. 2] propose a simple linear framework to solve the communication-free alignment problem.
Darte and Robert 4, 5] introduce a communication graph that contains all the information to align data and computations. They prove that, even in the simple case of uniform perfect nested loops, the problem is NP-complete and they give heuristics.
Feautrier 10] proposes a greedy algorithm analogous to Gaussian elimination to determine a placement function. Data and computations are aligned in such a way that the owner computes rule is respected.
Platono propose an heuristic based on the greedy heuristic given by Feautrier 10] , enlarged by a detection of structured communications such as broadcasts, whose cost can be an order of magnitude smaller than for a general communication (see Table 1 ). Platono 's algorithm is divided on 4 steps: (i) a prototype mapping function is written for each instruction; (ii) broadcasts are located in the initial code. To nd them, Platono uses the data ow graph, de ned by Feautrier; (iii) broadcasts are processed. The broadcast directions are identi ed, and conditions on the prototype mapping functions are written to preserved the structured communication (the projection onto the virtual processor space must not be along the broadcast directions). For partial broadcasts, conditions are written to have broadcasts parallel to some axes of the processor space; (iv) the volume of residual communications is minimized with the greedy heuristic given in 10].
Discussion
Many authors have proposed heuristics to nd a communication-free mapping or to the minimize the number of communications. NP-completeness results show that the problem is di cult 16, 4, 7, 1].
The strategies described in 1] and 2] are very similar, only the frameworks are di erent. They both propose a communication-free algorithm which will generally lead to a trivial mapping with all computations and data grouped on the same processor. With the heuristic given by Dion and Robert 7] , the dimension of the target architecture is an input of the mapping process and data and computations are mapped on the whole processor space. Feautrier 10] takes into account the dimension of the scheduling: the rank of the mapping function is equal to the depth of the statement minus the dimension of the scheduling.
Besides, in 10], the owner computes rule is respected whereas other authors 1, 7] have relaxed it.
We compare our heuristic with the strategy developed by Platono on a small example. Consider the following loop nest:
Example 5 for t = 1; n do for i; j; k = 1; n do S(I) : a(t; i; j; k) = b(t; i; j) endfor Let fẽ i g i=1;4 be the canonical basis of the iteration space. We assume here that the loop nest is scheduled by a linear scheduling vector =ẽ 1 . The outer loop is sequential and the inner loops on i, j ,and k are parallel. The arrays a and b can be accessed before and after the parallel loop, inside the sequential loop. We also assume that we want to map computations and data onto a 2-dimensional processor space: m = 2. The access matrix for array b is A . We rst try to make local as many communications as possible and then we try to extract macro-communications from the residual communications, whereas Platono rst detects the macro-communications and then try to zero out the residual communications. Let us compare Platono 's results with the results given in Table 3 for Burg algorithm:
Null Local Broadcasts General Platono 's heuristic 32% 14% 14% 40% Results in Table 3 57% 0% 38% 5%
When detecting macro-communications rst, some other communications remain general whereas they could have been made local.
Conclusion
Many authors have proposed heuristics to minimize the communication volume or number when mapping data and computations of an a ne loop nests onto DMPCs. It is generally impossible to obtain a communication-free mapping and another goal in the mapping process is to \optimize" in some sense the residual communications.
We have designed an e cient two-step heuristic 1. based upon the access graph to zero out as many communications as possible, with priority given to communications of largest volume 2. enlarged with the processing of residual communications, either through the extraction of structured communications or through the decomposition of complex communications into simpler ones
We have provided a detailed analysis of structured communications (broadcasts, scatters, gathers, reductions) and of message vectorization, together with criteria for their e cient mapping. We have also given analytical formulae to decompose complex communications, and we have shown that such a decomposition improves communication performance on the Paragon.
We have evaluated our mapping strategy on classical examples from linear algebra or signal processing. Most of the communications can be made local, and for the residual general communications it is possible to take advantage of the structured communication facilities usually implanted onto DMPCs. For general patterns of communication like broadcasts or reductions, the situation is clear: they correspond to very e cient communications and it is worthwhile to use them. For communication decomposition (decomposition of a general communication into a sequence of simple communications), it is e cient but more tests have to be performed on DMPCs to evaluate more precisely the set of general communications that can be e ciently decomposed. Of course, what we have presented is a \theoretical" evaluation of the mapping heuristic. It could be also interesting to actually test the e ciency of the produced code on DMPCs.
